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Three years later, Jacksonville remembers 2018 tornado
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/03/19/three-years-later-jacksonville-remembers-2018-tornado/
March 19, 2021

Matt Reed, Correspondent
Today marks the third anniversary of the EF-3 tornado that ravaged Jacksonville State
University and the city of Jacksonville on March 19, 2018.
What was a seemingly normal spring break for college students quickly turned into a natural
disaster that would affect the entire community for years to follow
The campus and community faced the strongest storm in the country in almost a year. No
tornado of an EF-3 status or higher had been recorded in the nation since May, 2017, where
two separate EF-3 tornadoes touched down in Kansas and Wisconsin.
The storm took several buildings on campus, including Merrill Hall, Wallace Hall, Mason Hall
and the upper floors of the Houston Cole Library. Student housing including Logan Hall,
Patterson Hall and off campus apartments also took catastrophic damage to both structures
and individual property.
After the storm, over 2,000 residents were without power in the city of Jacksonville.
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Although the many students at JSU during the storm have graduated, senior Caleb Howell
recounts the experience. Howell was on a hurricane relief trip in Texas with a group of
students from the Baptist Campus Ministries when he heard the news of the Jacksonville
tornado.
“The day we got back it was so surreal because so much was just gone,” said Howell. “It was
odd being in Texas helping to rebuild a town that had gone through something similar while it
was happening back home.”
JSU political science professor Timothy Barnett recalls the experience as a resident of the
community.
“Our family got a call as the tornado came through and our neighbors were huddled in their
basement,” said Barnett. “They said that our neighborhood was being hit by the tornado and
that they didn’t know what the outcome would be. But when we came back into town, I was
stunned by the devastation.”
Barnett, like many in the Jacksonville community, took significant and costly damage to his
home where he, his wife and children reside. Yet from the devastation came unwavering
support in the earliest stages of the undoubtedly long recovery.
“Churches called upon their membership from all over the outlying area and these people
rushed in with food, clothing, and supplies,” he said. “…There were hundreds of people here
across the community helping people recover. While federal and state aid came, it was
volunteerism that made the biggest difference initially.”
FEMA arrived in Jacksonville and soon after gave a $755,000 grant intended for cleanup and
reconstruction.
The university adopted the slogan “JSU Strong” as a phrase to symbolize the strength of the
campus, community and volunteers that had been and would continue to help in the recovery
efforts.
In the fall semester of 2018, the university also hosted a recovery benefit concert, featuring
country music artists such as Alabama, Charlie Daniels, Jamie Johnson, Riley Green and
others. The concert raised nearly $1.3 million and all contributions went towards the recovery
efforts.
“It was very nice to see our community come together again,” said Howell. “It was good to
see that there were people that wanted to help and that humanity was willing to prevail
again.”
The university’s reconstruction efforts on the campus and housing structures are complete
with the exception of the construction of the new School of Business and Industry complex.
The complex is expected to be completed in fall 2021.
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Chris Marker, former JSU department head, dies at 49
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/03/19/chris-marker-former-jsu-department-head-dies-at-49/
March 19, 2021

Dacey Dunaway, Correspondent
Chris Marker, former head of Jacksonville State University’s Department of Applied
Engineering, died on March 9 due to a long illness.
Marker was a JSU alumnus, earning both his bachelor’s degree in electronics technology
and his master’s degree in manufacturing systems technology at JSU. In 2015, he joined the
Center for Manufacturing Support as an engineer at JSU.
In 2017, he became the head of the Department of Applied Engineering, and continued in
this role until 2019.
Marker had a 25-year long career as an engineer, working with a plethora of engineering
designs such as microwave systems, high power induction heating, industrial/automotive
equipment, automotive race chassis and robotic laser work cell designs.
Not only did Marker have a successful career as an engineer, but he also had a resounding
impact on his family, friends, colleagues and students.
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Dana Ingalsbe, the current head of the Department of Applied Engineering, lauded Marker
as “a talented manufacturing engineer who brought a wealth of experience to the
Department of Applied Engineering.”
“His mechanical design expertise was invaluable to countless students over the years as
they prepared for successful careers in manufacturing engineering,” said Ingalsbe. “Not only
this, but Chris was a mentor and friend to many students and colleagues.”
Don Killingsworth, JSU’s president, also expressed his condolences following the news of
Marker’s death.
“I am saddened to learn of the death of Mr. Marker, whose contributions and innovations as a
gifted engineer will long be remembered,” said Killingsworth. “On behalf of the entire JSU
family, I extend our deepest condolences to the Marker family, whose connection to JSU
goes back decades.”
The connection of the Marker family to JSU began with Chris Marker’s father, Dr. Michael
Marker, who taught in JSU’s School of Business for 44 years and is now a professor
emeritus. His sister, Mica Marker Mecham, is an English instructor and his daughter, Anna
Marker, is a current student.
“For as long as I can remember, Chris loved working with electronics,” Mecham reminisced
when asked to share memories of her brother. “He had a curious mind and wanted to know
how things worked and why they did what they did.”
Mecham also shared memories of her brother’s dedication to his role at JSU.
“He was so proud of the work he did at JSU, and he loved teaching what he knew to the
students in the Applied Engineering program,” said Mecham. “We cannot thank the
University enough for all of the love and support that our family has received during this
difficult time.”
Chris’s daughter, Anna Marker, also had special memories to share of her father. She, too,
had witnessed the love he had for his job and the people he worked with.
“He was a mentor to many, and I think that’s what he loved about the job. He was a hardworker and a fighter,” she said.
As a student at JSU, Anna Marker had the opportunity to meet her father for lunch, go to his
office to talk with him and learn about his work. She said that she is thankful for these
experiences.
“My coming to JSU strengthened our bond,” she said. “I probably learned more about my
dad in the almost 5 years I’ve studied at JSU than I have in my entire life.”
Her fondest memory of her father was their 2017 trip to Disney World.
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“At the time, Stitch’s Great Escape was in Disney’s Magic Kingdom,” she said. “None of us
wanted to do that attraction, but my Dad practically begged me to do it. It was just really
funny to hear my Dad beg me to watch Stitch’s Great Escape with him, and the memory of
us on that attraction will always be fond because of it.”
“My Dad has left me with a hole no one else can fill. There was so much more to learn from
him, and I am so sad that I can’t pick his brain anymore to learn more,” she continued. “He
made me the strong-willed, dedicated, and faithful woman I am today.”
Anna Marker graduates next fall and Mecham expressed that she wishes “Chris would have
been able to see Anna graduate next fall.”
“Even though he will not be there to watch her, she will be surrounded by her immediate
family, as well as her extended JSU family ready to cheer her on and support her,” said
Mecham.
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A JSU nursing student’s reflection after one year of the
pandemic
jsuchanticleer.com/2021/03/19/a-jsu-nursing-students-reflection-after-one-year-of-the-pandemic/
March 19, 2021

Ally Morrison, Correspondent
This week marks the one year anniversary of COVID-19 being declared a pandemic by the
World Health Organization. Undoubtedly, 2020 is a period of history no one will ever forget.
The concern of a pandemic in which no health officials yet understood, short supplies of toilet
paper and purchasing limitations of Lysol wipes and hand sanitizer were more common than
ever before.
The year began to look a little different for Jacksonville State University’s faculty and
students. In-person classes were shifted to Zoom meetings, group projects were completed
via FaceTime and Microsoft Teams and COVID-19 became prevalent in everyday life.
Abril Chavarin, a senior nursing student at Jacksonville State University details the first time
she heard about the virus.
“I remember being at clinicals when I first heard about COVID,” said Chavarin. “A lot of us
joked about the severity and thought COVID would come and go. Looking back, it’s crazy
how wrong we were. There were rumors around the cohort about the possibility of a
shutdown, but I didn’t want to believe it.”
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Chavarin details how different her life has looked over the past year due to the pandemic.
When reports of COVID started to gain traction, she said she was alerted by an instructor
that classes would be shifting to online learning for the remainder of the semester.
“It was extremely difficult for me to adjust to virtual courses,” she said. “Although I had online
courses in the past, nothing really prepared me for online nursing school. During quarantine,
I spent time learning how to navigate online classes with, at the time, an 8 month old. It was
definitely a difficult transition for me.”
The university switched to fully remote courses on March 12 of last year, just one day before
the state of Alabama reported its first case of COVID-19.
Among the difficult transitions to online learning, quarantine and getting used to masking and
social distancing, creativity during the pandemic has flourished. Challenges circling social
media outlets, apps such as TikTok gaining popularity and new ways to connect with friends
and family have brought unity into isolation.
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